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TopSpice is a straightforward piece of software designed to make it as easy as possible for you to
design and simulate schematic circuits within a distraction-free environment. Unassuming user-
interface Subsequent to a simple and surprise-free installation process, you are greeted by
TopSpice's start window that makes it possible for you to create a new circuit, open any saved
schematic or SPICE (short for Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) file or simply
open the last project file used. The main window of TopSpice features a simplistic and clutter-free
layout and makes working with the app as straightforward as possible. Large built-in model library
and extensive documentation Right off the bat, before you even get to what TopSpice can really do,
you can find that probably the best thing about this app is the fact that it comes with an extensive
model library with analog and digital components. It contains digital analog IC parts, optoelectronic
devices, magnetic parts, digital logic families, power semiconductors, SMPS design models, cables,
vacuum tubes, basically, everything a tech-savvy circuit passionate needs in order to build and
simulate circuits. This is a good moment to point out that TopSpice comes with a complete manual
with more than 350 example circuit files and an impressive model library database. Powerful circuit
simulator and intuitive schematic editor TopSpice's mixed mode circuit simulator comes with
support for any arbitrary combination of analog devices and digital functions. This makes it very
easy for you to verify and optimize your circuit design. A very important and probably one of the
most intuitive and interactive features of TopSpice is its schematic editor. It makes it simple for you
to edit circuits and comes with support for hierarchical designs, SPICE subcircuits and
'rubberbanding'. It also features auto-repeat, auto-junction and auto-incrementing of names
functions. No matter how complex your circuits are, this app can help you simulate them Since there
are a lot more advanced operations and simulations that TopSpice can perform, advanced users are
bound to appreciate the app's extensive feature list, while novices might find its user-friendliness
more important. Nonetheless, TopSpice is a powerful software solution for circuit development and
simulation that manages to please both beginners and more advanced electricity-savvy users alike
by being both efficient and user-friendly at the same time. Software Requirements: Mac OS X 10.9 or
later C

TopSpice

What is a macromodeler? Basically a macro modeler uses large scale models to represent a
particular circuit part or a whole circuit on a single graphic. Why use macromodels? Macromodels
can significantly reduce the design time, effort and cost as they represent the actual schematic of a
circuit part. Such macromodels may be used for simulation, design, analyzing, prototyping etc.
Features Interactive design of macromodels and macros In addition to the online manual and
examples the main macro editor includes, there is a short one-line description and several screen
shots, which give a quick summary of all features. The main feature is a great editor of macromodels
and macros. To use it just select one of the models and type the macro you need. You can even
define a macro as a function or a variable. Macro information such as macro name, macro purpose
and parameter list can be viewed right within the editor. You can also define the macro parameters
and define their values right within the editor. Macro defintion can be done through the macro



editor and macro parameters can be defined as variables. Macro parameters can be used anywhere
within a model. MACRO Export and MACRO Import MACRO Export: Just create a new macromodel
file or save a macro to it, edit the contents of this file and reload it to use the changes. MACRO
Import: Just open a file of a macro you want to reuse and use it. Backward Compatible: Macromodels
will work in all versions of TopSpice Activation Code Macros from 6.0 to the latest version. Basic
editor features: Create a Macro: just click on the existing macro and change it, add a new macro.
Edit Macro: just double-click on a macro and it will be opened for edit. Delete Macro: just right-click
on a macro and click delete. Split Macro: just double-click on a macro to split it into two macros.
Merge Macro: just double-click on two macros to merge them together. Auto Repeat Macro: just
double-click on a macro to enable auto repeat. Repeat Increment Macro: just double-click on a
macro to enable auto repeat and increment. Auto Repeat Macro: just double-click on a macro to
enable auto repeat and auto increment. Macro Parameters: macro parameters can be defined as
variables 2edc1e01e8
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TopSpice is a straightforward piece of software designed to make it as easy as possible for you to
design and simulate schematic circuits within a distraction-free environment. Unassuming user-
interface Subsequent to a simple and surprise-free installation process, you are greeted by
TopSpice's start window that makes it possible for you to create a new circuit, open any saved
schematic or SPICE (short for Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) file or simply
open the last project file used. The main window of TopSpice features a simplistic and clutter-free
layout and makes working with the app as straightforward as possible. Large built-in model library
and extensive documentation Right off the bat, before you even get to what TopSpice can really do,
you can find that probably the best thing about this app is the fact that it comes with an extensive
model library with analog and digital components. It contains digital analog IC parts, optoelectronic
devices, magnetic parts, digital logic families, power semiconductors, SMPS design models, cables,
vacuum tubes, basically, everything a tech-savvy circuit passionate needs in order to build and
simulate circuits. This is a good moment to point out that TopSpice comes with a complete manual
with more than 350 example circuit files and an impressive model library database. Powerful circuit
simulator and intuitive schematic editor TopSpice's mixed mode circuit simulator comes with
support for any arbitrary combination of analog devices and digital functions. This makes it very
easy for you to verify and optimize your circuit design. A very important and probably one of the
most intuitive and interactive features of TopSpice is its schematic editor. It makes it simple for you
to edit circuits and comes with support for hierarchical designs, SPICE subcircuits and
'rubberbanding'. It also features auto-repeat, auto-junction and auto-incrementing of names
functions. No matter how complex your circuits are, this app can help you simulate them Since there
are a lot more advanced operations and simulations that TopSpice can perform, advanced users are
bound to appreciate the app's extensive feature list, while novices might find its user-friendliness
more important. Nonetheless, TopSpice is a powerful software solution for circuit development and
simulation that manages to please both beginners and more advanced electricity-savvy users alike
by being both efficient and user-friendly at the same time. Description: (Clone) Product Description:
How to Add
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What's New In TopSpice?

TopSpice is a straightforward piece of software designed to make it as easy as possible for you to
design and simulate schematic circuits within a distraction-free environment. Unassuming user-
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interface Subsequent to a simple and surprise-free installation process, you are greeted by
TopSpice's start window that makes it possible for you to create a new circuit, open any saved
schematic or SPICE (short for Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) file or simply
open the last project file used. The main window of TopSpice features a simplistic and clutter-free
layout and makes working with the app as straightforward as possible. Large built-in model library
and extensive documentation Right off the bat, before you even get to what TopSpice can really do,
you can find that probably the best thing about this app is the fact that it comes with an extensive
model library with analog and digital components. It contains digital analog IC parts, optoelectronic
devices, magnetic parts, digital logic families, power semiconductors, SMPS design models, cables,
vacuum tubes, basically, everything a tech-savvy circuit passionate needs in order to build and
simulate circuits. This is a good moment to point out that TopSpice comes with a complete manual
with more than 350 example circuit files and an impressive model library database. Powerful circuit
simulator and intuitive schematic editor TopSpice's mixed mode circuit simulator comes with
support for any arbitrary combination of analog devices and digital functions. This makes it very
easy for you to verify and optimize your circuit design. A very important and probably one of the
most intuitive and interactive features of TopSpice is its schematic editor. It makes it simple for you
to edit circuits and comes with support for hierarchical designs, SPICE subcircuits and
'rubberbanding'. It also features auto-repeat, auto-junction and auto-incrementing of names
functions. No matter how complex your circuits are, this app can help you simulate them Since there
are a lot more advanced operations and simulations that TopSpice can perform, advanced users are
bound to appreciate the app's extensive feature list, while novices might find its user-friendliness
more important. Nonetheless, TopSpice is a powerful software solution for circuit development and
simulation that manages to please both beginners and more advanced electricity-savvy users alike
by being both efficient and user-friendly at the same time. Download TopSpice Related Apps File
tree explorer to select files, folders, or any items on the file system It is very often the case that
when you want to select one or more file/folder/items, you don't know where to look for it, and even
more difficult is to get them all. In this situation the File Explorer is exactly what you need



System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 7 (64-bit), Windows Vista (64-bit) Processor:
Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Phenom II X4 (632/2066MHz) Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9-
compatible video card with 1GB graphics memory Storage: 20 GB available space Additional Notes:
The game will run in fullscreen mode, and you’ll be able to use up to two monitors. Recommend: OS
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